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About
us
Unifylabs was founded in october 2012
by five technocrats with over 20 years of
average it industry experience.
Our focus has been in delivering value
added it solutions for the telecom, enterprise
applications and business analytics. Backed
with strong R&D team and industry domain
specialists, each of our business groups
work on the emerging technologies and
innovative products to provide differentiated solutions and consulting expertise to our
clients.
Head quartered in bangalore, Unifylabs has
scaled to 140+ strong Unifyans across 11
locations in karnataka.
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BUSINESS
ANALYTICS
Recent research and analysis by IDC, reveals how the
emergence of wireless technologies, smart products
and software-defined businesses are playing a
central role in catapulting the volume of the world’s
data. Due, in part, to this Internet of Things, the
digital universe is doubling in size every two years
and will multiply 10-fold between 2013 and 2020 –
from 4.4 trillion gigabytes to 44 trillion gigabytes.
As the volume of data continues to grow, enterprises
have recognized the value in analyzing such data
frequently (near real-time) and analyses results or
insights made available to a broad range of users
across the enterprise for both strategic and tactical
decision-making.
Our solutions with innovation, high performance
computing products and functional expertise help
enterprises in insights and smarter decision making.
We offer services in data mining and data discovery
to our clients driving the business value and growth.

Solutions
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Solutions

Products

We offer solutions to discover the hidden
insights in real-time in the areas of:

Backed by innovation and R&D efforts, our
products focus on the business value.

• Marketing Analytics for B2B, B2R business
models
in
measuring
Sales/Retailer
performance, Sales schemes return analysis

• Unify-DICE: Data Insights Co-relations
Engine assists decision makers in processing
the big data in near real-time, analyze trends
and predict results or solutions for critical
business questions.

• Risk and Fraud Analytics for Telecom
and Banking to comply with regulatory
requirements, prevent revenue erosion and
perform what-if risk analysis
• CRM Analytics for Telecom to enhance the
customer experience, retain profitable
customers and cross-sell or up-sell the
offerings

Services
We have strong team of industry domain
consultants, subject area specialists and deep
expertise in emerging technologies like Hadoop,
SPARK, VoltDB, MongoDB, SAS, R, etc. We
provide the following services to the enterprises
for unleashing the business value of their
information assets.
• Data mining for supervised and unsupervised
analyses
• Data Visualization services using Tableau,
SpotFire, D3JS
• Shared services for Real-time and Streaming
Analytics
• Prototyping and Proof of Concept services
for Data Analytics adaption/tests
• Data analytics expertise and consultancy for
scaling projects or augmenting solutions

• Unify-SPAN: Sales Promotions Analyzer
provides trends and insights on promotion
schemes performance with product lift,
stock out alerts and recommendations,
scheme returns and sales contribution data
in near real-time.

Business Value and Benefits
Unifylabs focuses on its solutions and services
with innovation and value driven approach and
focuses on:
a Driving business value - Revenue growth,

profitability and lower cost of ownership for
data mining
a Accelerating the solutions development on

Big Data infrastructure stack
a Rapidly address growth drivers through

scalable solutions

a “Information,

Knowledge and Context”
aware data analytics solutions to discover
hidden insights

a Flexibility

and partnership models for
executing and pioneering the enterprises
low-cost and open-software solutions
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Enterprise
Solutions
As the enterprises looking forward to succeed
over challenges of technology/service disruptions,
mergers, acquisitions, outsourcing non-core
functions and rapid changes in global market
opportunities in new era of digital world, the need to
be agile, early to adapt and integrate the enterprise
applications is inevitable.
Unifylabs innovative and highly scalable Enterprise
business process systems provide reliable Hosted
Application-as-Service in sectors like Telecom,
Banking, Insurance, Healthcare, Public Utility and
Government etc.
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Our Offerings
Enterprise Solutions provide consulting lead
solution and service delivery to create market
leadership in Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI) and Business Process Management (BPM)
• Telecoms revolutionary Digital and mobile
technology based BPM system “UnifySAS” has redefined centralized paperless
office. Integrated platform for post-paid,
prepaid, Data, Verification and Compliance
applications.
• Government’s Digitization projects benefit
from our BPM solutions for optimization of
various services like revenue, Labour and
Postal departments, etc.
• Our solutions take care of work flows like
HR, Sales, Inventory and data integration
processes with high scale reliability and
security
• Enterprises provide business continuity
with hosted enterprise key business process
applications to enable the small, medium
and large enterprises focus on their core
business objectives.

Our services
• Expert Consultancy for critical talent
crunch technologies like SAP, BI, Telecom
Networking, Embedded systems, etc. We
incubate the latest technologies through
R&D activities in our labs
• Accelerating Projects implementation with
“Concept to Commissioning” responsibilities
• Our products implementation services with
hosted “Application as a Service“ model to
reduce cycle-times and costs of ownership

Products
Unified platform driven
• Unify-SAS:
integrated Telecom business process
system. Provides point of sale digitization,
mobility enablement, DMS, compliance,
Tracking and seamless CRM integration with
industry leading franchise model.
• Unify-BCS: Cloud based Platform with
meta-data driven customizable business
processes. Enables enterprises to be
highly agile with new process definition
and scalable access to connected devices
(mobile, tablets, POS, web).

Business value and benefits
a Our innovative hosted software as service has

liberated customers from IT infrastructure
and software procurement hassles; and
provided outcome oriented IT expenditure
wallet sharing with “pay as you grow”
a Low cost process simplification and reduced

cycle times
a Highly

scalable and reliable
architecture as default feature

system

a Time to market enablers using platform

driven business process deployment
a Integration mobile technology enabling last

mile service
a Infrastructure

expertise in application
hosting, security and high availability
standards

a Agile project delivery models for quality

assurance and timeliness
a Low cost of ownership models for enabling

startups and SMEs to class leading
infrastructure and application services
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Enterprise Mobility &
Internet of things (IOT)
As per Forrester, “Enterprise mobility is the manifestation of a much broader shift to new systems of
engagement. These new systems help Enterprises
empower their customers, partners and employees
with context-aware applications and smart products”. Our Enterprise mobility products and solutions enabling organizations to increase workforce
productivity, customers experience and differentiated services
With the advent of Internet of Things (IOT) and
Smart devices, the phenomenon of communication
is not only from people communicating with people
or machines communicating with machines; it also
includes people communicating with machines, and
machines communicating with people. Smart connected devices are a global and economic reality
of unprecedented scale - potentially billions if not
trillions of nodes. Soon, any device that is not networked will rapidly decrease in value, creating even
greater pressure to be online.

Internet
of
things

Unifylabs Internet of Things (IOT) solutions and
Smart devices enabled with platform and integrated
deliver extreme value in realizing smart homes and
cities.
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Solutions
• Telecom service assurance and CRM can be
enhanced based on our Unify-NetAnalyser
platform to capture and track proactively
QoS parameters and resolve signal issues.
The integrated platform can correlate the
service levels and predict customer churn/
CRM issues.
• BFSI industries can take the branch to the
customer premise for customer acquisition
and PoS transactions. Our Unify-Identity integrated platform with mobility clears barriers between business and their end customers giving clear advantage over competitors
and also enhance the reach that was not
possible before.
• Government’s smart city and citizen services
gain from the service quality, standard of living and identify premium services for higher
revenue collections.

Business value and benefits
a Enables

time to market using highly
customizable platform driven products

a Integration mobile technology enabling last

mile service
a Highly engaged R&D expertise and talent

pool with Industry leading efforts on IOS,
Android and Sensor based applications
a Integrated test platforms for validation of

Mobility and IOT applications
a Agile project delivery models for rapid

development of applications
a Low cost of ownership models for enabling

startups and SMEs to class leading
infrastructure and application services

Products
• Unify-Identity: Is a mobility platform which
helps to build a customer database and
profiling for future use.
• Unify-SAMMS: Provides IOT applications
such as smart lighting management for
smart cities,malls,communities,streetlights
,smartoffices,etc.
• Unify-NetAnalyzer: Captures the gap by
monitoring of QoS parameters at customer
end i.e. mobile devices, and thus accurately
record customer’s experience. This shift of
focus from network service assurance to
customer centric service assurance will help
TSPs in improving overall service quality and
improve customer retention.
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Telecom
Solutions
Unifylabs is the innovation leader in revolutionizing
Traditional Telecom segment with its products, Services and Network of offices.
Unifylabs cutting edge technology driven services
improves the business process which in turn deliver
cost-effective business model with zero capital investment.
We host key business processes like subscriber activation process, Know your customer (KYC), Vendor
Management, etc for Telecom, Financial and Insurance sectors
Delivered best in Industry TAT, enabled rural and
sub-urban penetration with mobile point of sale
technology and services.
Seamless integration with existing IT infrastructure
and zero intrusive adaptation technique.
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Solutions

Value Proposition

Subscriber Aquisition
• Digitized POS (point of sale) to reach Customer via Mobile and
Digital KIOSK model for faster activation end-to-end process
coordination.
“This approach allowed us to meet the <4 hours activation
process. Enabled customer to improve the activations by 105%
Year-on-year with best in industry the TAT & compliance”
• Unifylabs delivers Rural and sub-urban Telephony via digital
KIOSK model and realizes the business growth in unchartered
territories creating unbeatable market leadership for TSPs.
• Digitized process combined with centralized data centre
helps in monitoring the TERM compliance.
• Eradicated the Spurious subscriber details with Dedupe
mechanism

• Unify-SAS replaced traditional systems which enhanced
operations efficiency beyond 60%.
• Supervisory logins to monitor the credentials and allocates
the job accordingly.
• Enabled telecom customer to acquire subscribers less than 4
hours within city and 12 hours outside city.
• Unify-SAS can integrate with the service provider application.
• On tracking mechanism from retail to storage to prevent the
loss of physical CAF.
• Without Scanners at point of sale, USAS works with a very low
cost model. (For rural telephony).

• Seamless in integrating with existing IT infrastructure and
public domain services like Voter & Aadhar.

Know your customer (KYC) Capture & Verification
• Mobile and Web based application enabled point of sale to
capture subscriber details.

• Unify-SAS identity runs on Mobile & Web applications.

• Physical verification is empowered with geo tagging, premise
photo and credit information.

• GEO tagging to authenticate KYC verification.

• One Time Password (OTP) based customer authentication
substantially reduced the risk of fake customers.
• Capable in converting the customers to ECS/E-bill/Standard
instructions.
• Auto-job allocation decreased the TAT and optimized
manpower.

• Empowering the FOS (feet on street) with UNIFY-TAB.
• Auto Job Allocation based on the area name & pin-code.
• Availability of Customer in Tablet during the physical
verification.
• Job visibility to verification executives is restricted on OTP.
• Subscriber information is on encrypted mode.
• Application shall store the Job in an encrypted mode in mobile
and wait for the network.

Offerings
Solution

Telecom

Banking & Finance

Insurance

Customer Acquisition Solution

a

a

a

Know your Customer (KYC) Capture and Verification

a

a

a

Statutory Compliance Solution

a

a

a

Contact Centre

a

a

Document Management Solution

a

Vendor Management Solution

Government

Retail
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Fraud and Risk Management Solution

a

a

a

a

a

Digital KIOSK for Point of Sale (POS)

a

a

a
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Presence
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Corporate Office
Unifylabs Systems Pvt. Ltd.

Varthur

Jayanagar

Hebbal

#10A, Electronic City Phase II
KIADB Industrial Area
Konappan Agrahara (PO)
Bengaluru - 560100
Karnataka, India

360, 2nd Floor
Ramagondana Halli
Varthur Main Road
Bengaluru - 560066
Karnataka, India

235, 2nd Floor, 37th Cross
11th Main, 4th Block
Jayanagar
Bengaluru - 560041
Karnataka, India

133, Veeranna Palya
Near little Gladys School
Arabic College Post, Hebbal
Bengaluru - 560045
Karnataka, India

Rajajinagar

Hassan

1031 B-23/1, Om Nivasa
Apartments
1st Mainroad, 4th Cross
Dr.Rajkumar Road, Rajajinagar
Bengaluru - 560010
Karnataka, India

Bairaveshwary Complex, 3rd
Floor
Near Stadium backside
M G Road
Hassan - 573201
Karnataka, India

Kolar

Gulbarga

1319, 1st Floor
3rd Mainroad, 3rd cross PC Ext
Tekal Road
Kolar - 563101
Karnataka, India

11-1220/16/14
Opp Central Bus Stand
Shanthinagar
Gulbarga - 585102
Karnataka, India

Hubli

Mangalore

Mysore

Tumkur

109
Kundgol Complex
Near court Circle
Hubli - 580022
Karnataka, India

9, 3rd Floor
Regal Park Building
Mission Street Road, Bunder
Mangalore - 575001
Karnataka, India

164, 3rd Main, 4th Cross
2nd Stage, Near Water Tank
Vijayanagar
Mysore - 570017
Karnataka, India

Maruthi Nilaya
2nd Main, 3rd Cross
Kuvempu Nagar
Tumkur - 572103
Karnataka, India
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Management Team
Srikiran Pallam

Founder, Chairman and Managing Director
As Founder and head of the organization, Srikiran leads business growth with
confidence and strong collaborative ecosystem of Unifyians, Investors, Customers
and Business Partners. He has thorough
grasp of the technical and marketing areas
as well as the ability to look ahead.
Entrepreneur with a vision of innovative market leadership. An amiable team
leader who keeps his flock together with
strong motivation and functional freedom.
Firm believer in leading from the front and by personal example. Endowed with a pleasing personality, he can effectively put
across concepts and solutions.
An alumnus from a leading engineering institute with 19 years
of experience in Telecom, Data-com and Management solutions.
Performed various management and systems integration architect roles in Telecom and IT services delivery industries.

Chandrasekar Sakala

Co – Founder & Business Head of Analytics Solutions Group
Chandra has incubated Analytics solutions
group. He leads overall business which
includes product development, solutions
and services delivery.
A lateral thinker and highly passionate person in emerging business models
and technologies. He nurtured Centre of
Excellence - High Performance Computing for data mining and data sciences in
Unifylabs.
He has 21 years of hands-on experience in
large scale IT programs, services and transformation projects
to clients across Northern America, Europe, APAC and South
Africa. Prior to this role, Chandra has worked in IBM and led
business initiatives and programs for key client contracts in Global
Business Services.

V V V Subbarao

Co - Founder & Business Head of Telecom Solution Group
He plays a key role to drive the business
solutions for Telecom markets and as
Head of Operations, ensures smooth functioning of UnifyLabs which he carries out
with aplomb.
A veteran powerhouse in Telecom and was
instrumental in enabling the first wireless
call in Karnataka. He has worked on creating the world-class “Class 4/5 switches” for
the tier1 carriers like British Telecom, Bell,
etc.
A Certified PMP® and an Electronics & Communications specialist with 25 years of experience in Telecom hardware & software.
Has rich experience in Telecom includes all network elements
from manufacturing, software solutions, business development, customer engagement and deliveries.

Srinivasa Naik Nunavathu

Co – Founder & Business Head of Enterprise Solutions Group
Srini is entrusted with leading the Enterprise Solutions Group as business head
and leads the IT infrastructure operations
for Unifylabs. Graduated in Engineering
from JNT University and has 18 years of
versatile experience in telecom and networking products. Well entrenched in Operations, Technologies, services and R&D.
Prior to Unifylabs, he was heading as General Manager for the networking group of
D-Link R&D unit, where he built a strong
Routing and Firewall team. Under his leadership, this group successfully developed and delivered several Networking products.
His core skills include architecting, large project delivery and
R&D in Telecom, Enterprise solutions and Mobility.
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 0A, Electronic City Phase II
1
KIADB Industrial Area
Konappan Agrahara (PO)
Bengaluru - 560100, Karnataka, India
Telephone: +91-80-285 44 334
Website:
www.unifylabs.com
E-mail:
contact@unifylabs.com
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